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Vittoria’s 3Ms: the best Enduro tyres mtb
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Vittoria’s Enduro tires range has never been as complete and high-quality as it is
today. We call it the Vittoria’s 3Ms – Martello, Mota and Morsa – in other words,
Vittoria best Enduro tyres mtb. After years of research and testing – and with the
know-how we acquired from pro teams and ambassadors around the world – we
finally succeeded in creating mtb tires particularly built for Enduro usage.
Each of Vittoria’s 3Ms – Martello, Mota and Morsa – is particularly designed for
satisfy unique needs. The TNT (tubeless-ready) versions feature the most
innovative technology, such as 4C (4 compounds) and Graphene. Vittoria 4C
technology is a layering process, using 4 separate compounds in the same tire. The
4C process offers unmatched versatility, by allowing for separate base and surface
compounds, in both the centre and side areas of the tread. This means Vittoria 4C
can tune the tread flex, rebound, and base stability to best achieve the desired
performance characteristics. Graphene technology has completely cleared all
compromises related to tire performance and changed the rules. In fact, graphene
ensures higher grip, higher speed, higher puncture resistance to the tyre in ways
never seen before. Simply put, to achieve the best Enduro tyres mtb, it’s all about
constant innovation.
Taking each tire into consideration, Martello hammers home the performance you
expect on the most technical Enduro courses. Built for all-condition terrains,
Martello delivers high-level performance thanks to its World Championship proven
tubeless-ready bead, the proprietary 4C graphene-enhanced compound, and its
moto-inspired tread design with progressive width siping – which provides tactile
grip at the knob surface without sacrificing traction or speed. This last part is key,
and provides for a progressive feel on the effective edge, allowing for that finetouch tactile feel that top racers expect. Martello comes also in rigid tubeless
version specifically designed for Downhill usage. Whether shredding rocks, roots,
or mixed terrain, Martello delivers!
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The muddiest Enduro course conditions possible have inspired the Mota. Intended
for use on professionally maintained courses, the moto block spikes cut into soft
terrain, providing world class grip across the slickest surfaces. The Mota tread
features ample spacing for immediate shedding of mud and debris. The Mota
comes in rigid tubeless version for Downhill usage. When the course demands the
most aggressive tires possible, the Mota is your answer.
From the Enduro World Series, to the Sea Otter Classic, to Crankworx, the Morsa
has proven itself as a formidable weapon of choice for dry, fast rolling Enduro
courses everywhere. Morsa can provide extreme traction and low rolling resistance
in the same time thanks to the ramped leading-edge design, medium tread depth,
and of course the 4C Graphene compound. The World Championship proven
tubeless bead, sidewall protection, and APF (anti-pinch-flat) insert only add to the
appeal. Carvy loam trails and technical off-camber switchbacks are no match for
the Morsa!

Watch Martello and Mota in action - the best Enduro tyres mtb:
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